
Saber Series 2 Electronic Boost Gauge 

 
Where From: Ebay - Mod Your Car 
Price: $150-$165 
Product Description: Electronic Boost Gauge 
Product Review By: Vizard 
 
This boost gauge is just awesome, Almost everything about this product, from its 
packaging to its installation is ALMOST perfect. The quality of the gauge it self 
feels very good, nice and rigid with a metal 
outer casing. 
The package comes with everything needed 
for the installation, including the gauge, 
gauge holder, gauge cup, gauge hood, the 
sender ( series 2 gauges only ) and some 
Double sided M3 tape. 
Installation was fairly simple. Mount the 
sender in the engine bay, t-piece it, route the 
electronics into the cabin, then your done. 
 
The colors are nice and bright and easy to 
see while driving but not bright enough to be 
detracting. The peak feature is very helpful 
also and works great, the gauge it self is also 
very accurate, my gauge registered a peak 
boost level of around 8.4 - 8.5psi, which corresponds with my dyno sheet. 
 
There were a few things that I didn’t like about this gauge, first thing was the 
length of the electronic wires provided was VERY short, I had to waste time 
extending the wires but having only 3 wires to extend made things easier. 
 
Second thing I didn’t like is that they only provide you with double sided tape for 
mounting the gauge, the gauge holder has holes in it so it can be screwed down 
into the dash, yet no screws were provided. Not a big issue, but it would not have 
been hard for them to provide some. 
 
Third issue, the ANNOYING BEEP. Every start up the gauge does a loud, 
annoying, ear bleeding beep to let you know it’s ON. Unsure if it can be disabled 
or not, either way, its a stupid function that is unnecessary. 
 

Fourth issue is the connectors for the wires on 
the back of the gauge. They DO NOT FIT nicely, 
you have to stuff around and use either a screw 
driver or some other object to push the plugs 
in, i damaged mine slightly while plugging them 
in. Taking them out is also a pain in the ass, b
once they are in for the last time you shou
need to take them out. 
Last issue is the fact they let you only choose 
either white or blue lights for the gauge, yet on 
start up of the car the gauge goes through a 
series of other colors including a shade of green 
and a very nice looking red. 
 
All in all I give this product an 8/10. The price 
also killed it slightly for me, but after seeing it 
light up and do its job, its worth it. 
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http://cgi.ebay.com.au/SABER-60mm-SMOKE-TURBO-PSI-STEPPER-MOTOR-BOOST-GAUGE_W0QQitemZ300264439519QQihZ020QQcategoryZ130654QQssPageNameZWDVWQQrdZ1QQcmdZViewItem
http://www.modyourcar.com.au/saber-60mm-electronic-gauge-series-2--boost-psi-with-sender-p5698
http://www.aus300zx.com/forum/member.php?u=7334

